
New to competitions, All Army breaks in a novice shooter 
 

By Army Sgt Chauncey Reed 

FORT BENNING, Georgia-  “100-yard-

run. 10 rounds. In 90 seconds,” the loud 

speaker blurbs.  As the horn sounds you 

feel that first step forward. “Breathe 

deep,” you tell yourself . “Focus.” 

 

You run. 

 
A hundred yard later you sprawl into a 

prone position, quickly check wind, 

charge your weapon, align the sights on 

target. At 400 yards the target looks so 

small… “Consistency, focus…”  All the 

practice, the fundamentals -- it converges 

and pounds in your head as you squeeze 

the trigger on that first round. 

 

This is the 2013 US Army Small Arms 

Championship Match (dubbed “All 

Army” by the competitors) which is 

hosted each year by The US Army 

Marksmanship Unit.  It is a melting pot 

of Army Reserve, National Guard and Active Duty Soldiers from all over the country, testing themselves and each 

other in advanced marksmanship competition. 

 
I attended “All Army” Jan 28- Feb 8 this year as one of the Arkansas National Guard Team members, along with  SFC 

Clark Halfacre, SSG Joseph Noe, SSG James Maynard, and our team coach SSG Roy Pryor. It was the first time in a 

national competition for all of us except SSG Noe, who added the experience to our team as a Double Distinguished 

shooter. It was also the first time for an Arkansas team to attend the “All Army” competition in many years.  

 

New to this I had no idea what I was in for or especially how much knowledge I would leave with. Since basic training 

I have been an Expert-qualified Army marksman, and because of this I was under the misconception that I was a 

skilled operator of our primary weapon, the rifle. 

 

The first day I stepped into competition this veil was lifted from my eyes as I quickly realized there was much more I 

needed to learn.   Wind calling, elevation adjustments, and consistency in everything from the fundamentals to point 

of aim.  Every little flaw is amplified when you start trying to hit a 6”x4” target (5 point ring) from 400 and even 500 

yards. Add to that time constraints designed to stress the shooter and you have a very challenging competition. 
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The Arkansas National Guard team shoots the team pistol match directly after the 

1.5 mile run. From left: SSG Joseph Noe, SGT Chauncey Reed, SFC Clark Hal-
facre, SSG James Maynard.  



“Competition, competition…” We say this but the training value is not to be dismissed.  

“Competing against others increases the difficulty, that’s what makes it fun,” as my team member, SSG Pryor put it. 

“It makes us push ourselves. It’s not fun when it’s easy,” he says, adding, “This competition has given me a strong 
desire to become a better marksman. I want to get better so I can come back and win.” 

 

Competition drives us to improve our skills.  It gives us a chance to observe our flaws, and learn from each other. It 

results in us becoming better trained, with the intent to become better trainers ourselves. 

 

“Every time I compete I leave a better marksman with more ability to train marksmanship skills to soldiers in my unit, 

and that’s the big plus,” explained SSG Pryor. 

 

Infantry or not, all soldiers are riflemen.  It is the most basic skill that every soldier should possess:  the ability to ac-

curately place rounds on target.  There are schools out there to teach these skills, such as the Squad Designated Marks-

manship Course offered by the National Guard Marksmanship training Center (a 

great course), but competition offers an element that schools generally do not:  

in competition the competitors set the standard; there are no multiple choice 

tests, and certainly no re-test; you get one chance and the person with the most 

bullets on target wins first place… a situation that sounds very familiar to com-

bat.  Competition however, is not the battlefield, and all competitors win by 

growing from the training it presents. 
 

“All Army” put me in situations with my weapons that I had not previously en-

countered. From 500 yard shots to moving and shooting close quarter, the fa-

miliarization with the weapons capabilities — as well as my own —  was invalu-

able. I started realizing me and my M16/A4 were completely capable of placing 

most, if not all, rounds on target at 500 yards, a task I previously found to be 

very difficult.  To say the least, the experience has been confidence instilling. 

 

“All Army” is just one stop along the Distinguished Marksmanship Program trail.  The badges awarded through this 

program have a strong and tradition history (going back to 1884) that aptly supports the name “Distinguished”.  

Achieving the required 30 points (called “leg” points) in pistol and rifle is by no means an easy task.  Since the con-

ception of the Distinguished program only 406 U.S. Army Soldiers have become “Double Distinguished” – meaning 

they have earned both the pistol and rifle Distinguished Medals.  To put it in perspective, there have been more Medal 

of Honor recipients than Double Distinguished shooters. 

 

I have learned that marksmanship is a discipline that requires dedication and hard work; it requires a constant desire to 

better ones self.  It demands and instills these principles in its apprentices.  The people I have met and the things I 

have learned have not only increased my marksmanship skills, but have grown me as a Soldier.  If there was just one 
thing I could say it would be “train hard, leave nothing to chance”. 

“To put it in perspective, 

there have been more 

Medal of Honor 

recipients than Double 

Distinguished shooters.” 
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Marksmanship competitors run the 100-yard-dash during Rifle Match 7 of the 2013 US Army Small Arms Championship Match .   


